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Accomplishments Recognized in Digital Commons

Notable milestones recognized in new open access Digital Commons institutional repository.

On Friday, April 13, 2012, Drake Memorial Library recognized Brockport faculty and staff for notable milestones achieved in the new Digital Commons open access repository.

Honorees included:

- Tom Hernandez and Counselor Education department - first department to put graduate theses online;
- Ed Downey and Bob Guhde - Public Administration - first manuscript-length book available through Brockport Digital Commons;
- Joe Makarewicz - Environmental Science and Biology - first Digital Commons repository related to Great Lakes research;
- Joe Winnick, KSSPE - faculty contributor to Digital Commons and frequent "top ten" mention;
- Charles Cowling – College Archives - alumni and local content contributor to Digital Commons;

Brockport Central School Librarian, Kathy Jaccarino, was presented with a contribution to the "Water for Sudan" community project, which aims to raise global awareness and fund a well in Southern Sudan. (http://www.brockport.k12.ny.us/news.cfm?story=931)

To learn more about posting materials in Digital Commons, contact Kim Myers, x2742.
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